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SHAME ON US!
Can you imagine our chidren don't know

what a panda or a penguin is? This is why Dan
Barly, 84, naturologist, made them come back!
How did he do that?

Visiting this incredible exhibit full of
wonderful creatures projected in their habitat,
from ladybugs to whales, we realize how much
people don't know about these species. Emma, 9,
told us she was ashamed of human beings.

Barly told us that he had “found
photographs of animals in a box owned by his
grand-father”. He then had the great idea of
sharing his knowledge with us in his new
exhibition in “Beautiful Nature, destroyed!”.

On spot the most popular part of the
museum is the Polar Room, since now days there
is nearly no more snow and ice, don't think about
it! Maybe the past is more interesting than the
future.

Agathe Bergez

Apple Addict !!!
The new iTV 27 is amazing ! People love

it! And people are buying it! Even though it is
as expensive as a golden airplane, it gets sold!
Simply because it is the best thing on the market
right now, and probably for a long time, until the
28 comes out. We love the new iTV!!

The new iTV can fold itself however you
want to fold it. If you're going on a trip and you
want to take your TV, well with the ITV 27, you
can. You can take it wherever you want, even put
it in your pocket. Bring it to school, on the plane,
or on the bus. With this new revolutionary TV,
watch TV when you want, wherever you want.

It even comes with its superb case, as
small as your hand but full of joy. At the
purchase of your iTV you can choose the colour
of the case that comes with it. You have the
choice between ten cool colours, bright red, hot
pink, grape purple, apple green and other
awesome colours. What colour would you
choose?

Louis Meynadier

Animals



THIS WEEK'S MOVIES
The 123  rd   James Bond 
mov  ie,   Danger Oasis
The new James Bond movie's got a 
few lows and a few ups. Good 
action but ridiculous plot. Without 
even going into the top 50, it is not 
all terrible.
But the truth is, we are getting sick 
of the Bond franchise. It' been 
going on for much too long. 
Annie Goldgerg, The New York 

Times

Stillerified
The new movie about 
the man who changed 
the world of comedy in 
the U.S is out and it's 
great ! The movie that 
will make you a Ben 
Stiller fan if you were 

not already. Most people these days do not know 
about this hilarious actor who ruled comedy in the 
years 2000. So this is a movie showing some of his 
best movies and behind the scenes. From Zoolander 
to Walter Mitty, this movie is true documentary 
about a great actor.
Alan Goodman, Los Angeles Times

The New World
Good movie, too much deja-vu.
Jack Bing, Morning Gazette

Beating Drums

This is a beautiful sentimental heartwarming 
movie and you should go see it. And the actors 
are actually robots. Amazing!
Andrew Minsterman, The World's end

Louis Meynadier

SEE “SEANEMA”
We all know cineams are starting to

overflow: it is now surely time for underwater
“seanemas”. 
The first one has just opened a few days and has
made a large number of entries on the first night
only. You can find it in the Mediteranean Ocean,
South West of Europe. 

This is how it works: A ferry picks up the
audience, the tickets are bought, and the people
are brought to the special underwater glass lift,
and are dropped in the dark and mysterious
room. A big screen then shows the movie you've
chosen.  

This new system works perfectly for
people as usual cinemas were starting to
overflow, therefore, less money was being made.

“It is an incredible thought-through
invention!” says Richard.
This Seanema is definitely the new trend, there
are new great movies to see.

Louise Itkin



Holograms hit the
sales

Scientists have finally agreed to sell
holograms legally. We have all been waiting for
this moment and now it is possible 

Different types of models are on sale.
Now everyone can have fun, call each other,
watch movies, play... 

“I have just bought a new cell phone

including a hologram. It is a great way to  work
whist traveling in different parts of the world!”
and it works so well our trier Naden Nix, 34, felt
"like the person is next to me". The visual effects
have been rated five out of five, it's epic! 

In the settings you can even choose  to
only see the person's face or the whole body. 

Even if the colors can't be shown you can
still see the person but in plain colors, which is
the only bad side of this new communication.

Imane Golembieski

Top List
1st Life on Earth 
Jimmy Blackberry

2nd Space for Earth
Spire Volcor

3rd  Live Tonight
Declic 

4th Green like you
Swarm Alf

5th Icing and Sparkles
Jacob Calipson

6th  Plug me in
Shailene Headdy 

7th Light in your eyes
Imy Loopingson

8th Zemith
Godiver

9th Fly to Mars
Venusither

10th We will run
Chaming

Imane Golembieski

IMPORTANT NEWS FROM OUR
GOVERNMENT

One for all and all for one!
The world's population in dangerously increasing and may be a threat to our future so the 

International Government is reacting. After many hours of debate, the world's government finally 
found a way to decrease this insecure situation.

Families are allowed to have only one child. Houses will be checked one time per month and 
if any families are caught hiding a second child will be severely punished. In case of families which 
already have two children, the younger one would be taken away into a camp to train them to be 
soldiers.

Families who currently have 2 or more children will have to show the birth certificate of 
every child at each “child control”.

A information paper will be sent to the whole population. Beginning  from this date, no 
more than one child will be accepted in families.

* For more information please contact 042536721575 *
Juliette Weishaar


